INFORMAL INTEPRETATION FLOC 50. 01. 005. 1. 61

The application proposes a front building facade that uses a form of narrow windows' to meet the 60%
window length requirement of LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2)( a)( ii)( D):

D)

Windows("

glazing")

with not less than 40% visual light transmittance

shall be provided

along a minimum of 60% of the length of the streetfacing ground floor building facade.

Minimum glazing includes any glazed portions of doors.
Proposed building facade:
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Based upon this Informal

Interpretation,

staff finds that the high, narrow transom- like windows

acceptable to be used to determine if the length of windows meet the 60%
requirement

are not

length of building facade

of LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2)( a)( ii)( D).

This Informal Interpretation

is issued pursuant to per LOC 50. 01. 005. 1. b.

The goal of code interpretation

is to ascertain

the intent of the Council as to how it intended

the code

provision to be applied. Interpretation of code is based on the rules for statutory interpretation, which
are also applied to land use regulations: text, context, legislative History, and rules of code ( statutory)
construction.
247,

State of Oregon v. Gaines, 346 Or. 160 ( April 30, 2009); Siporen v. City of Medford, 349 Or.

262 ( 2010).

A.

Text

The standard requires " windows" " along a minimum

of 60% of the length of the street facing ground

floor building façade."

The narrow

windows

proposed

are similar to transom

windows

in terms of the distance

of the windowsill

from

the ground and their similar placement above the top of door height. Transom windows are windows above a
door or window and where marked above the wall plane are not true transom windows.
https://

www. merriam- webster. com/ dictionary/ transom. The applicant' s representative

refers to the transom-

like windows as" clerestory windows." That does not fit the common definition of clerestory: " an outside wall
of a room or building that rises above an adioining roof and contains windows" https://

www.

merriam-

webster. com/ dictionary/ clerestory
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The text alone is not sufficient to define what constitutes
percentage

acceptable " windows"

of the length of the ground floor. For example,

the proposal

for the required

incorporates

narrow, high

transom- like windows that are considerably shorter in height than the other windows that are floor to
the belt course. Absent an understanding

of the acceptable

height of windows, a design that used 1- inch

high " windows" along the length of the facade could be argued to comply with the window length
requirement. Yet, clearly a 1- inch high glass would not constitute an acceptable " window" to meet the
percentage

length requirement.

Thus, staff finds that text alone is not sufficient to define what

dimensions are adequate to meet the window length standard.

B.

Context

Other, related code provisions are examined to aid in the interpretation of the code provision, to

provide the context or code scheme that the code section is part of in an effort to ascertain the meaning
of the code section.

The Window requirement of LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2)( a)( ii)( D) is part of the Building Façade Elements
described in of LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2) for residential mixed use multiple story buildings:
2)

Building Facade Elements

The front building elevation of multi- family and residential mixed use structures with
multiple stories shall meet the following standards, which are intended to avoid large
uninterrupted wall planes and provide a defined building base, middle, and top as follows.
Single- story multi- family and residential mixed use structures shall provide a defined building
base and top (see Figure 50. 06. 001- 0).
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Figure 50. 46. 001- 0: Builds/ 1g Facade Elements
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Base: The " base" of a multi- story building extends from the sidewalk or landscape grade, as
applicable, to the bottom of the second story or the belt course/ string course/ cornice that
separates the ground floor from the upper levels of the building. The building base shall be
defined by providing the following elements:
a)

All ground floor building entries shall be protected from the weather by canopies, or
recessed behind the front building facade at least two ft.
i)

Buildings providing a ground floor commercial component shall provide all of the
following additional elements:
ii)

A)

The street- facing ground floor shall be divided into distinct architectural
bays measuring not more than 30 ft. on center. An architectural bay is the zone
between the outside edges of an engaged column, pilaster, post, or vertical wall
area that provides

B)

a ground floor windowsill/

base.

A belt course/ string course/ cornice shall separate the ground floor from

upper floors.

C)

Weather protection shall be provided in the form of structurally integrated

canopies, awnings or projecting roof or arcade along a minimum of 50%

of the

length of the street- facing ground floor facade. Canopies shall project at least
four ft. from the facade or half the width of the sidewalk/ pathway, and shall
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provide a minimum

clearance

of seven ft. from the bottom of the

awning/ canopy to the sidewalk. Canvas awnings are not permitted.
D)

Windows("

glazing")

with not less than 40% visual light transmittance

shall

be provided along a minimum of 60% of the length of the street- facing ground
floor building facade. Minimum glazing includes any glazed portions of doors.
Thus,

the context

of subsection (

D) includes:

The purpose stated in subsection ( 2) to " avoid large uninterrupted

wall planes"

Figure 50. 06. 001- 0. It illustrates the building element standards as applied to a building facade.
Specifically to the issue presented:
o
Item " A" is the Base of the building and Item " I" illustrates the 60% ground floor
window ( glazing)
o

element.

The Figure illustrates

the storefront/

commercial

windows with a " ground floor windowsill/

use windows, which are large

base," ( Item " G"),

and has a much lower

windowsill than the proposed transom- like windows. By having the lower windowsills
shown
o

in Item " G,"

it helps create the required

architectural

bays in the Base.

The windows extend from their lower windowsill upward to at least the top of the
lower height of an awning/ canopy. LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2)( a)( ii)( C), above, requires
canopies to provide a minimum clearance of 7 ft. from the bottom of the

awning/ canopy to the sidewalk.
The applicant' s representative
storefront

windows,

acknowledges

in a March 7, 2018 email " that Figure 50. 06. 001- 0 depicts

and that the high, narrow windows

are not considered

a " storefront

window":

Also, the drawing depicts storefront windows, but there is nothing in the Code stating
storefront windows are the only types of windows allowed on the ground floor of the streetfacing facade of a mixed- use building."
In the same email, the applicant' s representative also states that the intended use of the building
office) should be considered in determining the type of window required by the code provision:
Storefront windows, as depicted in the drawing above, are not appropriate for this building.
When researching this issue I found a reference to storefront windows in the standards for the
Lake Grove Village Center Overlay District. The standards for storefront windows includes the
following purpose- " These standards provide a storefront appearance on the ground floor and
maximize the opportunity for window shopping". The office uses proposed for this building
have nothing in common with the requirements associated with window shopping. Windows
have been positioned and configured to accommodate an office with a lobby, work stations,
conference rooms and a number of utilitarian functions as opposed to the display of goods. In
addition, the building must be setback six feet from the sidewalk in Boones Ferry Road, which
eliminates the possibility for window shopping. From our prospective, it is much more
important to design the windows to accommodate the intended use and the overall building
design rather than designing the windows to support window shopping.
The applicant' s representative

also states that " storefront windows" should not apply where the

building is set back from the sidewalk:
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G] iven there will be no sidewalk directly adjacent to the building. In fact, the face of the
ground floor façade is over 11'- 6" from the sidewalk in the Boones Ferry right- of-way in order to
accommodate

second floor balconies

and the roof.

If you determine your interpretation

Code is correct and storefront windows must cover at least 60%

of the

of the street- facing façade, I

would suggest you utilize the same approach with regards to awnings and determine the

window standard does not apply to this building in this situation. After all, there will be no
opportunity for window shopping given the proposed use and the require setback."
Staff finds no contextual

provision

that would distinguish

the type of windows

used based on retail

window shopping) v. office use. The window requirement in the window length element provision is
applied for" buildings providing a ground floor commercial component....". Both office use and retail use
are commercial

The context

uses.

of the Window

requirement

of LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2)( a)( ii)( D) helps define the type of

windows" permitted to satisfy that standard: windows that have some substantial height, between the
ground floor windowsill/

base ( Item " G")

and the belt course ( Item " D"),

and thus " avoid large

uninterrupted wall planes and provide a defined building base."
C.

Legislative History

This standard was adopted by Ord. 2561 ( LU 14- 0019), as part of the Building Design amendments that
added an alternative " clear and objective" path for review of building design under LOC 50. 06. 001. 7, in
lieu of compliance

with the WLG design standards

or LOC 50. 06. 001. 1 - . 6. Staff reviewed

the legislative

history of LU 14- 0019.
attached2)

The August 1, 2014, Planning Commission
states that the purpose of this regulation

staff report( excerpt of relevant pages

amenities" for all commercial uses ( including offices). " Storefront"
a building typically facing the street" ( LOC 50. 10. 003. 2 Definitions/"
Environment"

briefly

is to ensure " a storefront environment with pedestrian
is defined as " the entrance facade of
Storefront").

Although "

Storefront

is not an expressly defined phrase, it is used in design districts, such as the Lake Grove

Village Center Overlay( LGVC), and is used interchangeably with " Streetfront Environment."
2)

If a parcel has more than two street frontages

designated

Streetfront

Environment,

the

minimum building width at street frontage requirement applies to two frontages only. On
through lots where two street frontages are designated Streetfront Environment and only one
building is proposed, the minimum building width at street frontage requirement applies to the
frontage to which the building is oriented. In all cases, the minimum building width at street
frontage shall be met on the street with the highest street classification (
over a local street) subject to Storefront

2

3

Environment

standards

i. e., an arterial street

set forth in this section.'

For the legislative history, please see the attached pages from the staff report. A link to the webpage for the
Clear&

Objection Housing Standards project can be found here:

https://

www. ci. oswego. or. us/ boc pc/ lu- 14- 0019- cdc- amendments- clear- and- objective- housing- standards

The LGVC Streetfront Environment standards include a Build- to Line, Minimum Building Width at Street
Frontage, and Minimum
Window

requirements,

Height at Streetfront [ LOC 50. 05. 007. 4. e]. The LGVC standards
to" provide

a storefront

appearance

on the ground

include Storefront

floor and maximize

the

opportunity for window shopping." There are specific distance measurements for the windowsill ( no more
than 30 inches above grade) [ LOC 50. 05. 007. 4. i. iv( 4)].
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The legislative history supports the permissible windows for the Window requirement to be storefront
windows,

of substantial

height at least similar to storefront

environment

windows where the groundsill

is not more than 30 inches above grade, and extend upward to a substantial

D.

height above the sidewalk.

Rules of Code ( Statutory) Construction

Where a term is undefined, it should be given its ordinary meaning. "[

W] e would first look to the plain,

ordinary meaning of the term found in the dictionary and rely on that plain, ordinary meaning in
applying [ local code] to the facts presented. Portland General Electric Co. v. Bureau of Labor and
Industries, 317 Or 606, 859 P2d 1143 ( 1993); State v. Gaines, 346 Or 160, 206 P3d 1042 ( 2009)."

River Valley Residents' Committee, Inc., v. Hood River County,
WL 721638,

OR LUBA

Hood

Jan. 4, 2018)( 2018

at 4).

The following are definitions of" window":
Merriam Webster( https:// www. merriam- webster. com/ dictionary/

window)

a : an opening especially in the wall of a building for admission of light and air that is
usually closed by casements or sashes containing transparent material ( such as glass)
and capable of being opened and shut
c : a space behind a window of a retail store containing displayed merchandise

Oxford Dictionary ( https:// en. oxforddictionaries. com/ definition/ window)
An opening in the wall or roof of a building or vehicle, fitted with glass in a frame to
admit light or air and allow people to see out.

When applying the ordinary meaning of the word, any text of the code provision that amplifies the

ordinary meaning should be considered. As noted above, the context is that the windows are for " streetfacing ground floor building façade", used in a building that has a " commercial component" on the
ground floor and " avoid( s) large uninterrupted
people, whether inside or not, to see inside/
commercial

wall planes".

High or low windows that do not allow

outside are not the type of windows envisioned for

use.

Conclusion: Based upon the context, legislative history, and rules of code construction, staff finds that
the proposed high, narrow transom- like windows are not counted in determining if the design provides
for" windows,"

as used in LOC 50. 06. 001. 7. c. i( 2)( a)( ii)( D), such as storefront windows, of substantial

height at least similar to storefront

environment

windows where the groundsill

inches above grade, and extend upward to a substantial

is not more than 30

height above the sidewalk, for at least 60%

of

the length of the street- facing ground floor building facade. The full glass door/ windows that are
between the transom- like windows are counted but do not equal at least 60% of the building façade.
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